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Obamacare Has Doubled the Cost 
of Individual Health Insurance
Edmund F. Haislmaier and Abigail Slagle

Eleven years after the passage of 
Obamacare, americans buying health 
insurance under the law are still worse 
off financially than before the health 
law was enacted. 

KEY TAKEAWAYS

Obamacare more than doubled health 
insurance costs for workers and 
families, with the national average 
premium increasing by 129 percent 
from 2013 to 2019. 

recent years have shown that costs drop 
when states can use regulatory relief to 
provide options tailored to the unique 
needs of citizens with high health costs. 

The Affordable Care Act (ACA), known as 
Obamacare, produced major dislocations 
in the individual (non-group) health insur-

ance market by imposing a raft of new mandates 
and regulations, coupled with new income-related 
coverage subsidies. The results have been not only 
reduced insurer choice and competition, but also 
much higher health insurance premiums for millions 
of Americans.1

Measuring the Cost of Health Insurance

Premiums charged for health insurance coverage 
vary due to differences among plans in their scope of 
covered benefits, their levels of patient cost sharing, 
and their panels of participating providers, as well as 
differences in enrollee demographics (such as age and 
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location). Furthermore, customer purchasing decisions reflect personal 
preferences among the available options offering different combinations 
of price and benefit.

Thus, the best way to analyze changes in premiums is to use data on how 
much customers actually paid for coverage. That approach captures all the 
varied effects of plan designs and consumer purchasing decisions. 

In addition, that approach also reflects any changes to the risk pro-
file of the overall insurance pool (which is a key factor in insurer pricing 
calculations) that can result from a significant share of previous cus-
tomers exiting the market, or a significant number of new customers 
entering the market. In the case of the individual health insurance 
market, both of those changes occurred in response to Obamacare’s 
simultaneous application of new regulations and new subsidies to 
that market.2

Effects of the ACA on the Individual Market

Starting in 2014, the ACA imposed a number of costly new mandates 
and regulations on individual-market health insurance coverage and dis-
placed private markets by creating new government-run health insurance 

“exchanges” to sell insurance. Partly to offset the increased costs of its man-
dates, the ACA also provided income-related subsidies for plans purchased 
through those exchanges.

The law’s new mandates and regulations (but not its subsidies) also 
applied to coverage purchased outside the exchanges, though it did 
allow insurers to renew older policies (without all the new require-
ments) for a period of time. However, the design and implementation 
of the law had the effect of reducing the availability of those so-called 
grandfathered plans in subsequent years, as insurers discontinued 
them—either voluntarily or in response to directives from state insur-
ance regulators. 

For this analysis, we used data from the annual Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) 
reports—which insurers are required to file with the Centers for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services (CMS)—to measure the effects of Obamacare on the 
cost of individual market coverage.3 

We calculated per-member per-month (PMPM) figures for the average 
cost of coverage at the state and national levels by dividing total premiums 
earned by the total number of member months. The resulting numbers, 
seen in Table 1, show the average monthly premiums that enrollees actually 
paid for coverage.
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As 2013 was the last year of the pre-ACA market, we used that as the base 
year, followed by each subsequent year for which MLR reports are available 
(through 2019).4

Obamacare Doubled the Cost of Individual 
Market Health Insurance

As Table 1 shows, the national average monthly premium paid in the individual 
market in 2013 was $244, while by 2019 it was $558—more than doubling (a 129 
percent increase) from 2013 to 2019. In contrast, over the same period, the average 
monthly premium paid in the large-group employer market increased by only 
29 percent—from $363 in 2013 to $468 in 2019. (For comparison purposes, we 
applied the same analysis to the MLR data for the large-group employer market). 

The large-group employer market is not subject to most of Obamacare’s 
new insurance regulations. It is also more stable than the individual market, 
with less customer turnover and less change over time to the risk pool. By 
definition, any customer exits and entrances in that market involve groups 
of 50 or more enrollees, and the diversity of health status among the mem-
bers of each group means that groups leaving or entering that market have 
little effect on the composition of the overall risk pool. Thus, changes over 
time in average monthly premiums paid for large-group employer insurance 
primarily reflect system-wide changes in the underlying cost of medical care 
(such as medical price inflation and the introduction of new therapies).

Consequently, if the 29 percent increase in the cost of large-group 
employer coverage over this period reflects the system-wide increase in 
the cost of medical care, then discounting the 129 percent increase in the 
post-ACA cost of individual market insurance by 29 percentage points indi-
cates that Obamacare has basically doubled the cost of individual market 
insurance relative to what it would have been otherwise. 

Wide Variations Among States

The changes in monthly premiums for individual coverage under 
Obamacare varied from state to state, as Table 1 shows. 

In only one state, Massachusetts, was the average monthly premium paid 
in 2019 lower than it was in 2013. That is because almost all of the ACA’s 
new mandates and regulations, along with a similar set of income-related 
subsidies, were already in place in the Massachusetts individual market 
before the law took effect. In fact, as Table 1 shows, Massachusetts was the 
state with the highest average monthly premium pre-ACA ($422 in 2013). 
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TABLE 1

Average Premiums Paid in the Individual Market, by State (Page 1 of 2)
Dollar fi gures shown are average premiums paid per member, per month.
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State 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
Change, 

2013–2019

alabama $178 $320 $350 $402 $531 $618 $613 244%

alaska $342 $584 $769 $840 $956 $796 $737 116%

arizona $214 $299 $289 $318 $517 $549 $534 150%

arkansas $185 $311 $336 $354 $363 $424 $437 136%

california $271 $388 $401 $406 $428 $511 $557 106%

colorado $237 $345 $338 $388 $420 $560 $586 147%

connecticut $291 $421 $464 $457 $524 $670 $631 117%

Delaware $272 $404 $439 $486 $554 $744 $811 198%

District of columbia $268 $319 $350 $333 $352 $419 $474 78%

Florida $237 $351 $386 $391 $429 $554 $577 143%

Georgia $209 $332 $365 $394 $426 $600 $591 183%

hawaii $265 $334 $324 $365 $435 $525 $541 104%

Idaho $199 $274 $318 $341 $381 $457 $471 137%

Illinois $247 $356 $357 $386 $492 $601 $609 147%

Indiana $241 $375 $434 $405 $408 $477 $484 101%

Iowa $251 $316 $324 $368 $419 $612 $635 153%

Kansas $234 $311 $312 $350 $434 $564 $606 159%

Kentucky $231 $345 $337 $351 $370 $493 $537 132%

Louisiana $250 $358 $388 $436 $514 $599 $562 125%

Maine $334 $446 $454 $427 $503 $693 $650 95%

Maryland $209 $273 $318 $336 $396 $559 $514 146%

Massachusetts $442 $525 $419 $387 $365 $414 $420 –5%

Michigan $212 $309 $359 $370 $385 $464 $467 120%

Minnesota $235 $335 $382 $428 $525 $501 $433 84%

Mississippi $214 $318 $360 $362 $401 $535 $532 149%

Missouri $197 $300 $332 $377 $431 $579 $595 202%

Montana $251 $408 $374 $417 $543 $618 $645 157%

Nebraska $238 $355 $371 $388 $502 $709 $743 212%

Nevada $205 $297 $357 $367 $369 $489 $485 137%

New hampshire $300 $391 $374 $392 $460 $593 $529 76%

New Jersey $419 $464 $500 $500 $476 $558 $502 20%

New Mexico $190 $327 $346 $319 $368 $507 $496 161%

New York $377 $412 $412 $395 $407 $448 $466 24%
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Similarly, New Jersey, New York, and Vermont had also imposed costly 
regulations on their individual markets before the ACA; like Massachusetts, 
they all had high average premiums in 2013. Those states have experienced 
only modest increases in average premiums since the ACA’s implementation.

In contrast, states that had previously imposed fewer mandates and 
costly regulations on their markets have had much worse experiences 
under Obamacare. In 40 states, the average monthly premium for 

TABLE 1

Average Premiums Paid in the Individual Market, by State (Page 2 of 2)
Dollar fi gures shown are average premiums paid per member, per month.

State 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
Change, 

2013–2019

North carolina $240 $362 $394 $456 $592 $706 $680 183%

North Dakota $276 $354 $396 $414 $405 $465 $492 78%

Ohio $222 $324 $358 $380 $385 $461 $500 125%

Oklahoma $210 $306 $316 $365 $558 $638 $626 198%

Oregon $220 $395 $366 $366 $437 $504 $537 144%

Pennsylvania $241 $362 $376 $387 $512 $653 $604 151%

rhode Island $325 $406 $376 $381 $371 $433 $456 40%

South carolina $232 $341 $367 $399 $483 $599 $620 167%

South Dakota $246 $324 $335 $369 $437 $521 $548 123%

Tennessee $213 $288 $307 $361 $493 $684 $581 173%

Texas $221 $348 $359 $350 $403 $517 $521 136%

Utah $159 $248 $245 $266 $314 $445 $431 171%

Vermont $406 $478 $517 $514 $502 $529 $585 44%

Virginia $229 $310 $333 $370 $395 $623 $655 186%

Washington $279 $403 $404 $389 $399 $493 $553 98%

West Virginia $261 $418 $464 $519 $642 $820 $894 243%

Wisconsin $268 $433 $505 $452 $489 $695 $673 151%

Wyoming $301 $487 $596 $571 $590 $899 $906 201%

U.S. $244 $353 $374 $389 $440 $550 $558 129%

NOTE: Averages are calculated using premium and enrollment data for all individual market plans, which include both ACA-compliant plans and 
“grandfathered” (pre-ACA) plans. 
SOURCE: Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, “Medical Loss Ratio Data and System Resources,” https://www.cms.gov/CCIIO/Resources/Data-
Resources/mlr.html (accessed March 18, 2021).
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individual market coverage more than doubled by 2019—and it more 
than tripled in five of them (Alabama, Nebraska, Missouri, West Virginia, 
and Wyoming).

The Average Premium Declined in 20 States in 2019

Between 2018 and 2019, the average individual market premium in 20 
states actually declined. In half of those states, the drop was quite small 
(between 0.6 percent and 3.7 percent), while the remaining 10 states saw 
reductions of between 5 percent and 15 percent.

Part of the explanation is that, faced with large losses from Obamacare 
coverage, many insurers sharply increased their rates in 2017 and 2018. 
Some of those insurers subsequently reduced their rates in 2019 once they 
determined that their earlier rate hikes had overshot the mark.   

Effects of Section 1332 Waivers

More noteworthy are the declines in average premiums that occurred in all 
but one of the seven states that implemented “Section 1332 waivers” in 2018 
and 2019. The waivers, authorized under Section 1332 of the ACA, gave those 
states regulatory relief from some of Obamacare’s mandates in order to enable 
them to better align federal subsidy dollars with enrollee need using state-based 

“reinsurance” programs that target funding to the sick with high health care costs.5

The waivers granted to Alaska, Minnesota, and Oregon all took effect 
in 2018. Similar waivers for Maine, Maryland, New Jersey, and Wisconsin 
took effect in 2019. 

As Table 1 shows, average premiums paid in Alaska declined by 23 per-
cent (from $956 PMPM in 2017 to $737 PMPM in 2019), while average 
premiums paid in Minnesota declined by 18 percent (from $525 PMPM in 
2017 to $433 PMPM in 2019). Oregon, which implemented a less aggressive 
reinsurance design under its waiver, did not experience a net decline in 
average premiums paid, but did see a somewhat slower rate of growth. 

All four states that implemented their waiver programs in 2019 also expe-
rienced net declines that year in average premiums paid—with reductions 
of 3 percent in Wisconsin, 6 percent in Maine, 8 percent in Maryland, and 
10 percent in New Jersey.

Five additional states implemented Section 1332 waiver programs in 2020, 
two more did so in 2021, and yet another has received approval to implement 
its program in 2022.6 If those programs have similar premium-reducing effects 
the results should be reflected in the MLR data for 2020 and subsequent years.
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Conclusion

Data on how much Americans actually paid for their health insurance 
confirm that the ACA’s mandates and regulations dramatically increased 
the cost of individual market health insurance in almost all states. 

The good news is that costs can fall if policymakers provide regulatory 
relief to allow states to redirect subsidies according to the unique needs of 
the citizens in their states. The initial data from states that implemented 
Section 1332 waiver programs show that permitting states to apply alter-
native approaches enabled them to reduce premiums, expand coverage 
options, and do a better job of focusing available resources on helping sick 
patients with high health care costs. 

Because waiver programs are time-limited and temporary, the next step 
should be for Congress to build on the success by expanding the state flex-
ibility granted during the past Administration, and making this flexibility 
permanent.7 

Edmund F. Haislmaier is Preston A. Wells, Jr. Senior Research Fellow in Domestic 

Policy Studies, of the Institute for Family, Community, and Opportunity, at The Heritage 
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